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Abstract

.

This paper exp;)Oreatechnique,for,analyzing the structure and imprO4n
, r

the'VaderstandabilityofYscience prose. qtructUre refers, WEL

between idea units hat explain the mechanisms underlying ( explanative

'informatiOn) and, idea units that do not.(non-explanative=infodatiOn). Untilet7.'

standability is\measured.bYlteStsof creativeprobl m solying based on infor

oration imthe passage Science prose refers to,a assage that contains a -*

functional rule among.two or more.:variables and anie*PlanatiOn of the undd.147.

lying mechanisms.. Three techniques are rdesCribed forjdistinguiShingekplanative

and:nonflatative inforMation: structural method, logital-Whoand
. .

:empirical methtd Then, research is Provided concerning techniques that
, ';

increase the subj ectsl recall-of explanative- information, and thus the

problem-polvin

strategy,

ierforMince These techniques includd manipulating the reading

ucht as by encouraging reflective or elaborative processing, and

manipulating the'texi.design, such as by organizing the text around key. ideas '4-

or including;a. concrete -Finally., some reComMendationpare suggested
t .

.for iMprOving:acienOe_textbooks, with hopes that such tscommendation.will.

stimulate,further,research.. D.
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1

cience Prose

INTRODUCTION
. ,

Suppose we asked a student to' read a scientific or technical.paSsage7-

such, asanexplanation of how radar Work$,:the:prOceesof;photosynthesis, the
- . .

conceptoiof Ohm law, orhoW:toi.itie simple computer programs: Vurther,
7

suppose that the student has the-reading-skill to-correctly"read every word".°
\ .

If\we then-gave that student a prOblem solving.testbased.p informatiOnin

the\passage, which faCtors would. influence the student'e performance to

.short ., wAchiharaCteristies of the passage and of"the learner are related to

creative problem Solving performande? This question could be, called the

' creative readipg problem ", ;and is the focus of this paper:. Thus,,ehia paper

s'concened with techniques" for .increasing students' understanding of'scien-
,

0.

fic prose, where understa40ing is measured bYtests- f:cr,

ving in the. domain of the

ai*V1,0 problem"

The pr sent paper differ rom other 'studies in

.passages-tthe present.

passages

per tocuses,onlyon'certain types ofscientific:

that -we call explanative") rather thatConmarrai0e$:,.".°

or c011ections of facts..

independent .and dependent variable's -7.the

' 4.1

. .

, . ',
. .

present paper .focus,esetet

reading strategy or text desiin manipulations influ ce problem

-solving performance, rather than on how atr ctural characteris-

-tics of idea .units influence recall or retentionloccire.
\k.

c3\

Each of. these_ ',CI. discusted:in' turn, below:
,o0-`.Passages

The.text mater'

son to some others

prosejlassages

als used in our project are somewhat restrict

n this y\ mpoSi4Mw Teble.1 provides a taxonomy

The vertical dimension lists three kinds of info



episodic-:-refers to Passeges'that tell, a story,:including characters,.

events,.statef, eto. , with uniti,such as: "John thanked Sue,

.And quietly'left the 'room."

ff

semanticrefprs to factual information about the Arid, such ae,

4

I

"There are three Minds of information: episodic, semantic,

.procedural;"
,

procedural -- refers tO instructionaabout "hol.(to, do" something,such 'as:

"First adoL..all,ol_the scoresfer gioUp 1 and for group 2;.."
-4.

These three types of)inTmation in passages correspond to the "traditional"

.'.distinctions among episodic,-semantic and prOcedural knowledge.:in-,memory'.

The horizOntal dimenSilan of Table 1 provides an orthogonal division'

between two kinds Of.dUndetiying structures for a text:

descriptiverefersto a text in whiCh the key components of events are

related in an a'rbitraty way,:auch as:a. list of facts;

,series of events in a storyi'or,:a set of steps an algorithm.

explanativetefers,to alpassage that expresses. a fun#ional relationship

among two or.morevariables, and which provides andexplanam

.

This distin tion is elaborated.in the nextsection of this paper, and is

described. in more d tail'elsewhete (BrOmage & Nayer',1 in press).

tion for the functional, rule by refering.to underlYing.meCh

. , d .:.,
anisma,:suchca's,explaining,thetest in terms bf%A.sampling

..

.distribution,..or.explaininvOhes.Law-iwtetms of-electron
i -

\f low.

Insert Table 1About Here.:

roy
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The example 'passages provided for this.sympoSium can be classified as

follows; The !Saint" paSsage from Miller .(1981) fits into slot A since it is

a narrative in which there is no logical relation among the key events; the

massage from Voss and Bisanz (1981) fits into slot B because it is a'

narrative in which the "Motives" of animals are related to the 'key events'.

The 'wagon" passage (Miller, 1981) fits into slot C tecause it provides.a

liet:of facts_that seem to'be unrelated; the supertanker passage (Meyer, 1981)

fits intoaloi D because it providee:facts .that are supported by a set of

explanative'mechanisms such a "supertankers having only one boiler and one

propeller", etO. Itshould benoted that "supertankers" also has some narra-

tive:portiona concerning histories of previous oil spills. Finally, our own--

work has focueed mainly in slots'D and F, with the radar .passagefalling into./
. .

the D slot. In this paper, we will limit ourdistussion to passages in slots.

A, C, and F.,.and-in.particular to the radar, supertankere,.and lion passages

'These are listed in Append ces A, B and C, respectively.

Independent'and Dependent Variables

. The second major distinguishing characteristic of the present project is

our focus on; problem solving as the dependent variable of. interest, and

strategy or text design modifications as the independent variable of interest.

Table.2 providea a summaryofthe,differences between two major research goals:

goal 1--to predict recall and retention performance, with typical indepen-'

' .dent variableS OfA.evels in a hierarchy .or prior knowledge of the

-learner and typical dependent variables of recall or retention.

score,

goal 27-tOprediOt creative problem solving performance;. 0.th typical

.independent Variables of advance organizers av,adjunct questions

and typical dependent variables of creative problem solving.
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As can Be. aeon in Table g, a typical construct used in predicting recall is a

scheMa.i7a generalized framework into which the apecific content can be placed.

HoWever, the construct 'used in predictingproblem solyingis an "explanative

representation"--this involvesan integrated' structure consisting of the key

mechanisms and the causal relations among them. Thus,, creative problem 'Solving

depends on the presence of certain ,explanative" information. in,memorY. A

more complete definition and examples are provided' in the next section'of this

paper.

Insert Table 2 About Here

Framework for Research on Learning f 'm Prose

able 3'provides a general.ftamework for discussing research on learning

from proSe. AS can Id seen, some typiCal ipdependent variables in prose pro-

essing studies are paSSage,characterists, such as hierarchical structure of

ea&idea unit or level of imagery of.theOrds or use of'headings; and:learner

chateristics, such as rior experience Or reading strategy. SomeHtYPical

dependent variables are recall j such as which ideas are remembered in :a free

recall test;',retention, such as which:answers are given on d:foreed,ChOice

test covering the basic conte t; and problem selving,
,

such as whether students

are able tegenerate creative a swers for transfer. problems.

111

Insert Table 3 About Here

';In order to provide a-theory for relating passage.and learner character-

istics to test perfOr a number of intervening constructs are helpful:.
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,encoding proaess learning:outcomevretrieval prooass. The enood0 ing

precast: refers to the. process by which Information in the passage
;Y
is selected:

and integrated with knowledge in memory. Thus, encodlnOnvolves (1) various

ways of selecting information From the passage, and (2) various ways of co*,

biping that information'with existing knowledge., For purposes of the present

paper, we make a-distinction between two kinds of encoding processes:

addition. encoding - -in which subjects select factual, details, and can

relate them only'in arbitrary ways, and

.assimilation encoding- -in which subjects Select explanative information,

and integrate this information.

Table 4 provides an example of the difference between addition and. assimilative

encoding for the .radar,passage: As can be seen, addition encoding involves.,

selecting' isolated facts. and not integrating them;. assimilation encoding

involves selecting the explanations concerning'transmittemi. receivers, dis-

playS, etc., and relatingthei to one another.

Insert. Table-4 *bout Here

The learning outcome refers to the 'content and 'structure of acquired

knowledge. The learning outcome for addition encoding will be an arbitrary

set of faCts or other idea units. For example, the learning outcome for radar

may consist. of unrelated ideas such as, "radar travels in straight lines",

"the display seems like a second hand on a clock", "dropping'.a pebble in;a

lake causes ripPles", etc. The learning outcome lor assimilation encoding

will be an integrated explanative representation that consists 'of all the key

components ai the causal relations among them. For the radar passage, the
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oemponents Ara transmitter, pulse, opleot, raoeiver, isplayi And the reletlonA

Involve how A pulee hounepo off An *loot And ,how the We to trAvel is 4

'measure of distance.

The,ratrlevel process refere'to,the procedure for AAA chins for tnfOrmw:.

tion in memory and generating an Answer for a question. The present paper

will focus mainly On encoding processes.

Different learning outcomes may result.in different kinds o taut parfor-

Mance;. a of of this research project is' to shod some light'on.th s relation.

as well. Lapartitular, integrated versus arbitrary learning outco s may

produpe different patterns of performance on recall, retention, ',and p bleu:

%

solving tests. For recall tests, subjects who have integrated learning out
.. , .

comes should perform better. on recall of the explanative information, but

4

Jetts who.have arbitrary learning outcomes should perforM better on recall

of basic details and facts. For problem soli/ins tests,.'subjects who have

integrated. learning outcome should perform bettir on creative problem solving
.

while those who have arbitrary learning outcomes should excel on solving

probleMs that are nearly identieal to those given. in the passage.

'The remainder of this paper.consists of three.parts: (1) structural

analysis'of scientific prose provides techniques for distinguishing'Setween

explanative and non-explanative information in a passage, (2) improvement

of problem solving performance provides summaries of research on.whether.tech-

niques that *nhance students' learning of'explanative information alto improve

their problem solving performance, and .(3) implications for text design and

reading strategies gives some concrete examples of how tO,improVe the radar,

supertanker and lion passages.
-
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STRUCTURAL ANA MI5 OF 40IgNTIFTO PIMA

Uft4:0_AnpYsts,

The first stop L ti analysing solenti io prose is to doteriain0 0#140W4dur".

fortsegmenting,the passage into parts, In our Atudies we have geueralily used

the "idea unit" AA our unit.of.analysia. An idea nnit,exprOsses one action or

evsntor 444CO, and generally corresponds to a single verb clanse, Vat' some

analysers, aaparate idea unite are establiahed for looatione, times organio-

tional'aignals (such au "The next idea or "The result of a ) and

comments (suCh a
A

s "You should try remember Thus,. `each idea unit

consists of a,predicate--eithdr a verb or A location or a time marker- and one

or more arguments.. Unlike propouitional analysis (Kintach, 1974; Turner &

Greene, 1977), our units dci not give aeparate status to modiftare, conjunctions,

connectives and the like. For example* consider the sentence:

"It-creates concentrid'circles of-Small waves that continue to grow

outWatd."

According to our segmentation procedure, the two main verbs are located:

"creates" and "grow". Awe, .thie sentence is divided into two idea "units':

(1) It creates coneentric circles of small waves

(2) that continue to grow outward.,

.For purposes of,scoring, the main. predi, is underlined as well as any, key

Subjects, objects, etc.
,

For the first ideunit "created and its object-

("circles" are underlined. For the second idea unit,:only 'grow".is under--

lined. To score a recall protocol, the information must first be divided into

idea units as described above Then, each idea unit from the' passage is

compared to. each idea unit the original passage. If an idea unit from..

the protocol'containS the sin :keyword (e.g., "creates" and "circle "); and
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expreasesthe same meaning as an idea unitlroM-theoriginal passage,: that idea'

unit is scored as,Oresent.

-As examples of the segmentation procedulte, Apendices A,R and C, respec!-

tively dhow hOw-the radar,. supertanker,' and lion.passage can keAproken'down

'into list4- of idea units. p edicate for eao# idea unitis underlined°

,as.Well as any key argumentsrinforma ion in parenthe

comments.
i

The next step is to distinguish between idea unit, thatyrovide explana7
,

4.-
,7,.

tions of the mechanisms underlyitg the information (explanative information) A

and idea units that do not provide .explanatiOns of mechanisms (non- explanative

refer's to signals-or

--information).- For example, in an analysis of textboolcleSsons-bn OhM'

White & Mayer (1980) fdund relatively few instances of explanative information,

such as "Resistance is caused by collisions of elections with atoms in the

.

.`wire." For Ohth'aw, explanations involved the "flow of electrons", althodgh

several textbooks.presented the formula

mechanism.

Thus, explanative prose contains a functional rule that expresses .a ie-

without ever refering to the underlying

lationship among two or more variables. For example, in the radar passage,

one rule is tht the time fora pulse to 'return to the source is proportional

to the distance .of the 'remote object. In addition,.'explanative prose contains`

an explanation of the mechanisms that underlie this functional rule.. For

xample, the explanative information in the radar passage concerns the nature

e bouncing radar pulse, as.follows:,

transmission--the transmitter sends 'but a pulse

reflection- -the pulse bounces off a remote object

reception--the returning pulse is picked up by a receiver



measurement - the direction of the pulse and the time for the,pulse to

return are measured

conver'0sionthese are displayed as location ariddistance

',These units` refer to .the major-components.in the racial' passageirans7.

among; them. -"In--mitter,.pUlsedobject; receiver; displayand. the e-relations

:/
Appendix A, an:E indicates that the corresponding idea- f4it is part of/the .

.

,) explanation.

For the supertanker passage, the key relation is "supertankere kse

environmental damage" and- the mgin explanative chain is:

..Supertankers are very large, thus'difficult to maneuver.

2. Supertankers have only one boiler to provide power(and one umpeller
2

to provide control.'

3. In an emergency,. difficulty of maneuvring increases, and vulnerability
. .

of boiler and propeller:increases. .

t /

4. `If boiler or,prOpeller malfunction, the ship loses power or control.
..a. r ,'

5. If the ship loses maneuverability, power or control, it can wreck onto

sharp rocks.

6. When a supertanker wrecks, a storage area can be ripped open and oil

will spill out.

7. When there is en oil spill, environmental damage results.

The main components are.the propeller,the boiler,, the. size of the ehip, the.,

S.

emergency, the storage area, the oil, the rocks. .These idea units, give the

causal relations among the compOnents. Note that, not all the links.are present

in the passage. In Apperidix;B, an E indicates that the idea unit corresponds.

to one of the seven causal links given above.

For the lion passage those idea units which describe motives provide

'a partial explanation for the events in the story. 'While a complete explana-
.

4
1

-X_ .ic
.
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tion is not possible, thoseidea units labeled with E in Appendix C provide a

.

partial ex?.lanation:of the story. For example, the story makes more sense if

the reader is aware tha'the tiger "wants to be leader of the animals."

The foregoing examples highlight the'idea that thecrucial'link-in expia-

_native alialYsis is to have a procedure for: (1) distinguishing explanative
----, .

- -

passages, and (2) for dividing an explanative passage into explanative idea

.

units and non-explanative idea units. Unfortunately, the Oro res are not

yet wellalgorithmized: Clearly, the procedures for propositional analysis

(Kinils#,. 1972; Turner &-Gteene, 1977; '<Jerez, 1980) are beitet spedified.

However, we have been able. to provide explanative analyses of apprOXimately 12

passages for research in our lab during the past several years. Thus, although
I

the explanative analysis.procedures.need to be formalized, we hame'fou d them

cto be useable,in our own research. In particular, we have used the following

three methods for determining which idea units in,a passage explaih.unde;X ing

mechanisms and which do not: structural Method, logical method, and 'em 1

method. These are described in the next three sub-sections.

Structural Method

The first step in 'Structural analysis of a. scientific passage is to locate

the main fundtional relationship, or what White & Mayer (1980) call the "rule".

A rule is an idea unit that expresses a functional relationship among two or.

more variables, events, and/or components. Three common kinds of .rules are

(as follows:

Formal quantitative functions - -are formulas that specify a

direct or inverse matheMatical relationship among two or more

variables. An example is the rule for Ohm's Law, "R=V/I", where

R stands for resistance, V stands for potential difference, and 'I A
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tands for current. Another example, frOm-a study by Linda Cook and
o

I, is "D i M/V" where,D stands for density, M for mass, V for volume.

Informal quantitative functions--Ire statements which describe a

direct or 'inverse quintitative relationship among two or more varia-

bles, but do not specify the relation as a formula. An example is

radar passage's statement that dle time for receiving a refl:ected

pulse is related to the distanCe of the remote object. A formula

rule could be stated, such as .d*= (t
y-tt)/2s, where d is distance of

the object, t .is the time of reception, t, is the time of transmis-,_

sion, and s is the speed of the pulse. Anotherexample, fyom a pas-
.

sage on how to use a 35mm camera (Bromaga & Mayer, in press), is the

assertion that brightness pf a picture depends o101ow wide open the

shutter is'.

Informal non-quantitative functions - -are

functional (or causal) relation is expressed, but which do-not-imply

a direct or inverse quantitative relationship. For example, the

supertanker passage asserts that environmental damage is caused by

statements in which a clear

supertanker travel. Another example is contained in Stevens 64.,

Collins' (1977) tutor for teaching the causes of rainfall in the
.

various geographic:regions.

In all cases the rule is the mostgeneral statement of the observed rela-

tionShip among variables;, the rule does nOt.explainthe phenomenon butmerely

describes the fUnctional relationship observed 'in the world. .Thus, rules are

like general behavioral laws in Skinner's (1953) approach to S-R psychology.

For example, in the supertankers passage, the main rule gives a relation between

the ultimage predicted variable, "environmental" damage", and the original



predictoevariable, "supertanker:travel". Other,

"oil spill"i ",storm", "large size ", "single boiler" are not a direct part o (

Analysis Of Science Prose
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intervening variables such

the rUlealthOughin another passage they could'be.part of the rule.

_Once 'the rule' has been located,: the next setp is to determine tile'meCh-:

anisms that,explain .the rule, or Vat White & Mayer (1980). call the "explana.r

tion". The-explanation gives the underlyiii components., shows how they relte

`L:

toione another, and how they can account for the rule:: Thus, the explanation:.

is like a copitive theory'.for behaviondl,S7R laws. Each-underlying component

and the ,system uniting them must be identified: a cOrdpOnant is an event, or

object that is Pa'it.Cert causal chain underlying the elements in the rule:.

yot examt14,-in the'Ohm's Lhw example, one set 'of comiobnents consists of a.

battery that generates a potential difference betwe.eYi pOSitive -(-0.and negative

poles, electronS that flOw fromthe:positive to the-negative pOle, swire

that carries them,'a bulb that offers resistance by placing many atoms. In-the
1'1/4

way of the flowing electrons, etc. The%system for uniting all these components

is the circuit.. The components in the radar passage consist of the tranamitter\\

' fon sending out pulses, the .object for reflectingback some of the pulse, the

.receiver for pickingup the pulse,:a display for converting time to distance

and representing it on a screen. The system for unitingall these components-
'

Aszhe radio wave system. The components in the supertankers passage are
.

features of the ship and the environment such as: the propeller, boiler, and

size of the supertanker. As can be seeni some judgment is tequired for locat-

ing'ihe.underlying componentselectron flowing in circuits forOhm's Law,

pulses bouncing around space for.rVar, and factors that limit a ship' man-:

euverability in storms for"supertanker.
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Third, the causal chain among the components must be spelled out: The.

causal chain-is the fUnctional relationship:between t6: "predicted variable"

e
and the "predictor-variable in the rule, with intervening functiot9 relations

included.included. For example, for ihe'rule "there is lass current when resistance is

increesed",can:be explained in a causal'

provides more atoms for the electrowto

chain as "increasing the resistInc

collide into, more collisions-slow
1

down the ftoW of electrons and thus the current is less". Foi radar's rule

that "the further ,away the' object is, then further;away7441% be the bright spot

On the screen fromthe center", can be explained-by the.iiCansal chain, "when an

-N

object is faraway, it:takes iOre'time TOr-the pulse to reach it andsreturn,

longei time is converted into longer distance on' the screen, so.that the bright

spot will be further away'from the-center Of:the screen ". For the supertanker

rille,.7eliviroilmenai damage is caused by supertankers", an explanation includes

the seven statements listedpr*Ously: 'Thus, the explanation involves. adding

:intervening links the fUnCtional relationship between variables intthe:rule

anative 43,dea hits consist of all ideatnita thatdescribe the

passages

flowing in pipes

e relationship with the Variables in the rule. In addition,

contain an4lOgies such as "echoes" in the radar passage-or "water

n the Ohm's Law pasSages. Statements.about andlOgies or

concrete examples a also explanative idea units if they.refer to underlying

Ascan'be seen, the str ural-method is basecVon a distinction between.

"description of functional rule -and "

f:listinction has been,of some nterest to historians and philosophers of science

(Westfall, 19771 Kearney, 1971; Bronowski,: 1978; Cohen, 1960) and its relation

xplatation of functional. rules ". This

to research On learning from science prose has been described elsewhere.

.
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(Bromage*Mgyer,.: in presa). T&the extent; this'distinctIoncinbe

operationalized, it may be useful in research' on prose proces4ing. In addition,'

,.itmustbe noted that lelarggamount 9f prose currently in curricular. materials

bannotAbelUbjected to this analysis because it does not describe a functional

rule or .an explanation of the rule.
,

Logical. Method

The logical method involves determining the major.transfer, problem that

,the subject should jpe able 0 solveThen, using a task analysis,approach,.

.. the next step is list allHOf the pieces of'infotthation in theQPassage,that'are

'lneeded in order tosolve the problems' Thus,. the analysis involves listing :all

idea units thatServe agqireMILses for solving the problem. SolVing theO0V
/

should involve making Inferences fromthe list of premise idea units..-.

premise:14g units constitute "explanativeexplanative information" in the

For example, in the radar:ProbleM a,creative transfer question-is;"'"Hdw
4.

can:yOn increa'se.the area Undet sUrVeiiiance'for i:singleradar station ?"

'order to anSwer`this question, what must'a learner know-about rada'eT &S71 of4-.
the crucial idea units are: the transmitter sends kait a Pulsei:thepUlse

travels In straight lines sb the earth s curvature interferes with lOng range'"

r !

transmission, the pulse can bounce off'an object, the ,:pflected pulse canbe
. 1

,picked up, by gteceiVer, time and directiOn can beconcer.ted to measures of,.:

distance_Ind location. Some possible answers are "Use satellites tobounce

. the pulse on its way to and from the remote object," or "Use,relay stations,on

'the ground.to'bounCerthe pulse:" These answers areposSible frorlynakingogical
.....

inferences from the given information.

For 'the supertankers passage, a possible transfer question is: "List

all of the ways to prevent damage to the environment from oil spills." Answers

o

1 r.)
4- La
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. .

based solely on the three suggestions given in the pa411 ,better-training,

back-up boilers,and propellers, and groulid control stat one--are not creative
(

answers.- Other answers. that rely On:the links in the causal chain are, "Don't

travel in poot Weather! or "Alwaysttravel in pairs"; or "Use lots of tow boats".

Empirical Meth6d

A.third technique, which may be used ap-aValidation technique for the

foregoing two methods, is the empirical Method. This method involves asking
k \

a
'

.subjects to read science paisage, And then testing the subjects for which

idea units ateremembered and for creative probleth solving.

\

.

lABased on their performanFe on the test of creative problem, solving, 06---.-
, -. _

--t .

jects can be ranked or paaitioned into-gronpsofgood'versus poor problem

solvers. For each, subject,' there is'a\record Of which idea units:were recalled
,

1
and of rating on the problem solving t st. The recall of the "good" problem

1Aolveie is then compared to.the recall of the "poor" ptoblem solvers. Impar-
.

.

ticular,':thee goal is to determine which idea units the.goodproblet:soivers

remember that the poor problem solvers do. not seem to learn from the text.
\ ... .. ",

For example, in a passage''On how to:-use a:3$mm camera, subjects were asked

recall parts of the passage and to solve transfer problems such as how to

set the camera fOr a pole-vaulter: aoing ibver'tthe-bar on a cloudy_day (Bromage

Mayer, in press). The good and poor problem solvers did not differ in recall

of the. facts (such' as- whatS4SA stands for) or :the rules .(such as "to increase

brightness of the picture,' increase shutter siien, but they.did differ in

recall of the underlying explanations (such as, "turning the. focus knob moves

the film awayfrom the lens"). .-Thus, good problem solvers tendeeto differ

,Jrom poor problem solvers Mainly in recall of explanative material.
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Another variation of this method is

.

to use regressiop analysis, with the

independent variables being recall of each type of infOffti4on and the-dependent

p
va.iable being score on the ubblei solving test. In the camera 'study (Bromage.

& Mayer, inA3ress), creative prohlemeolving-correlated well with recall.of

explanatiOns but not with recall of other information:- Thus, the explanative

information is definedias the idea units that are relatedt0 good problem

solvingbut not related to poor problem solving.

Predictions
.

The!asSimilation framework outlined in Table 3 suggests some basid predic-

t
tiOns concerning the relation between recall of explanative information and

Problem scaVing performance., In particulai, studentsWho are'ablelo',focus
.

IMPROVEMENT OF PROBLEM SOLVING PERFORMANCE

on the explanative information in-science prose Should"be more likely:to build

Integrated lear4ing Outcomes and heUce'to,-exdel,On teitsof,:diealse:tranafer.

Two kinds of predictions may be offered:

within subjects prediction--subjects wbo recall the explanative idea

. .

.'units are more likely to excel on problem solving, while subjects,

who do not recall explanative.idea units are less likely to excel

ohq,robleM solving. The previously cited camera study (Bromage &

Mayer, in press) proVides.aupport for this prediction.

between subjects prediction -- techniques or/factors that increase recall

of.6xplanaeive-information should alSO increase performante on

problem:solving tests.'

The goal of,the present section is to explore teChhiques for increasing recall

f explanative-material-and problem Solving;i.e., to investigate theaboVe
e
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Although experimenters (dr,teachers) may be able to distinguish between
r ,

the explanative and,non-explanative information ih a passage, there is no guar-
,

.

ante that a reader will be sensitive to this distinction., In'fact;-'a reader

may be,presented with an explanatiVe passage--one thit'coritains underlying

explanations of mechanisms--and may read it as. a, descriptive passage, .Since

.

most early reading exercises involve descriptive7narratives or descripive-

semantic.passies, subjects may develop expectations ehst-are inefficient for
, .

. .

Science prose.. It seems. likely that many readers lack skills for dealing with

science prose, i.e.:for seleCtinCexplanative information .Thus,'research on

techniques for influencing how student's read science is particularly needed..

Uni of Analysis

section explores techniques that'influencestuders' ability to use

,,text information for creative problem solving. In particular, the focus

of this section is on how to improve the students' problem solving perfOrmance

for tests based onprose information. The target behavior is transfer--the

fabilitYto use the information frolithe text inmovel ways, going beyond what

was.preseneed in the pasSage. Examples of transfer question4 were giVen in

the subsectiOn on "logical methods "..

For example, atransfer question for the radar passage might be:- "What

can you' do to increase, the area under surveillance by a radar station?" SO-Pe
.

.

possible-answers,are: to bounce ,the'ra!ar pulse off of satellites to bounce

the radar pulse off of ground stations that circle the source by using multiple

:radar stations and integrating the information by computer, etc. In order to

answer these kinds-of questions, a student needs to know the basic explanative

information concerning transmission, reflection; reception, measurement and..

conversion: In. addition, the learner must be able to put this information
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a new way. Thus, learning of the e lanati7e information is a
.

necessary ut of a sufficient condition fyr creative problem solving.

The traditional unit of analysis. for performance tests is score on a reten-

tion or recognition test, and the tradittonal unit of analysis for recall

.

tests is number of idea units recalled. ever, in the present studies, the
o

unit of.analysia.for performanceteats is score of-a test of creative transfer,,

and the unit of analysis for recall is score on reeall of explanative information.
. . i'\

In particular, the following- subsections exPlore two basic. kinds-of. tech

niqueSfor influencing students' understanaing.O 'prOoe: .(1)Processing:f\

strategiesprovidinginatruction or training in how to find the main explana-
y

tive-information in the passage, and (25 textdesignorganizing the text in a .

way that emphasizes or signals themain explanative
\

information: These tech-

niques are based on, the idea that "what is learned" fromthe papaage is: related

to creative problem solving performanCe; specifically, whenstUdents are able

to focus on the explanative information. they shouldhe better able to perform

well on tests of creative probleM staving..

'Processing Strategy ,-

"What is learned" from prose depends both on the passage itself and on

how the learner processes the passage. In'our lab we have been examining the

effects of processing strategy on "what is learned" and on the ability to solve

problems:

One set of studies (Mayer & Cook, 1981) compared a verbatim strategy to

,

.

a reflective strategy for -processing the radar passage (see appendix A).

.

Subjects listened to .a tape recording of the radar passage that was presented

at a Moderately sloW rate of 70 words per minute: The passage contained pauses

at natural boundaries, occurring at about*every'4 to 7 Words.- Some s biects
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.

.
.

.

-(verbatimproceSsing
.

group) were asked to shadow the passage; that is, during

each pause, they were asked to repeat the.WordS they had just heard. Other
. .

subjects (reflecting processing group) were asked
/
to listen to the passage

J
/and try to understand it; since the paSSage was presented at a slow rate, _

.

subjects had me to mentally connect segments/of the passage during each pause.

liP

/
/

Iii one e eriment, all subjects. took a verbatim recognition test, a reten-
%

tion test, and.a transfer test. The:retention test consisted of true-false

questions covering the basic content Of the passSge,'and revealed no.differences

between the two groups. Thus,.if.we had .used only a standard measure of reten-

tion we would have concluded that processing strategy had no effeCt on "what is

learned" in .this Study, Bowever as previously stated,. a reflective processing,

strategy should encourage subjects to focus 'on the underlying theme,. i;e., the

explanative information, and result in superior transfer performance. :Transfer

was measured by asking subjects to answer essay questions that - required using

the presented information in a new way, such as the example-question above.

Similarly, a verbatim processing strategy should encourage subjects to focus

on the details within each segment of thh.passage.' Recognition tests asked

subjects .to choose which of a pair of sentences actually came verbatim froth

the passage, .with the distraCtor having a synonyth that replaCed one. of the

original words. As predicted, there was a significant interaction in which the.

*verbatim processing group performed better on transfer. One implication:is that

when the goal of instruction is creative problem solving, reflective strategies

are better than "learning everTwordi%.

The foregoing differences in!probleth solving performance were attributed

to differences'in what verbatiM and reflective subjects learned' from the passage.

In order to test this idea more directly, an'additional study was,cOnducted.

r
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As in the previous study,,one,grouP engaged'In verhatimprocessing and one

reflective Processing of the radar tape. How vor, the.test was to write down
.

all:that could be remembered froM the passdge.
'

If we `examine ,overall recall,

,v;(?.. find that there islittle difference between he. two groups, and might con-

\
elude that "what is learned" is sate for the tWoprotessing.groups.:

.
. ... .

. v .

thatthe problem solving. eesults suggest.that the reflebiVe processing4grOup will

yowever,

recall. more of the explanative information while the verbatimgioup will recall
.

To score the recall protobols, the passage was broken down

shown in AppendixA.). As can b seen in Appendix A, some

and allotjers were not.

more minor details'.

idea units (asinto

idea units were labeled.as "explanative"

a.

of the recall protocbls revealed.that the.reflectiv group recalled much more

of the explanative information than the verbatim group, but the groups did not

differ on recall of other content information. Finally, a propositional analy-

sis of the passage was petformed based on Kintsch's system .(Kintsch, 1974;

Turner & Greene, 1977)4 Each idea unit was classified as either major (i.e.

those with verbs, locations, times, causes, etc..) or,minor thoseziving

modifiers, conjunctions, etc.): AS predicted, the verbatim group perforMed

better on recall of minor propositions than.the reflective group, while the

reflective group recalled-More of the major propositions than the verbatim

group: Thus, there.is-consistentevidence thatrthe reflective group is able,

to focus on the explanative information andthus perform bettek.on creative .

problem solving, while. the verbatim group focuses on details within each word

sequence and thus performs well mainly on verbatith *recognition. This result is

consistent with Morris, Bransford & Franks' (1977) theory of transfer appro.-

priate processing,'in which different encoding strategies support. performance

on different kinds of memory tests. In addition, however, the present studies



eXtendthenotian'of transfer appropriate processing to-tests of problem solv-

ing, and specifically focuses on processes'strategiee that distinguish gOod

prOblem-solvingTerformance form poor'Performance:.

In another set of .experithents4Mayer, 198Q)-Subjects'read-an-eight-page
.

booklet thitdescribed a simple compuier-prOgramming language. Some subfecta.

(elaboration processing group) were `asked to Answerqueetionssafter each,

of thebOoklet;-. the ques iOns,reqUireCsubjeCts to compare-information ii0)ne'

n.part of the booklet to another or to desCribe inforMatiofrom the' booklettlp

the context of a familiar situation. Ot subjer (normal proceseing group)::. . N.;

were asked:to reRdthebooklet as they normal y read any textbook and to be

preapred:for-a.teht7.

bolVing perforMance,''subjects.were asked to write and

interpret progr :Were.eitherveryfsimilar.torhcise in the bOoklet (near
,

..., ,

o
transfer problems ro whith required:pUtting several statements together in a'

-
new way to form a loop (far transfer):\ If we looked at overall perfOrMance,'

;

.

.

: combining near and. far transfer, there wouldould be no strong evidence of dther- "
_ : : . ''.' . \

ences atween the.two processing groups.' 'HoWever, ifelabOrativeprocessing

leadaro focusing on the explanative. information,` then theelabotatiroup

excel Only on far transfer. The results revealed an interaction In

which.the elaboratiVe..processing groupexcelled on' far transfer While the norma
.

'processing-group excelled on near transfer Or performed.at fhe same level on

near transfer as the elaborative processing group. Tbns,,there is "replicatory

evidenCe that processing strategies that encourage active, integrationof.the:-

`;

information.result in superior performance on test's of creative problem
. \

.but not-on tests of 'retention of specific content.
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An implication o the foregoing result is that the elaborative-prodessing
. - :-

. I" ,L

encourages the lea er.fo focus on explanative information, such as:deScriptions

of the. internal changes in the computer, while normal processing encourages'

. i _ . .

suchthe learners'to fodus'ziore on surface details and symbols, sUch asthe format
. .

.
.

for specific computer commands. In .a separate series of experiments; subjects

ad the booklet

\

under processing

iin

either elaborative processin-or.nortal IroceSsing con-

ons, and the were asked to recall all they0ould about several portions

of the booklet. In order to analyze the rejictil protocols., the text was biken

intq idea units with some being'labeled as -"explanative"--namely, those dealing

with- c#ages in the-computer's metorprogram list, output, or input stack.

When overall recall was examined there was no cleat superiority for the elab,7:

orative processing:group; and hence no- support for the:idea that therewere.

diffOrences in "what is learned' between the two treatment groups However, al

cioser iMvestigation revealed an interesting pattern'in which elaborati4
,

subjects excelled in recall of. " explanative" inforMation while the normS1- group
1

excelled in recall of, technical etalls. Thus, again, there is evidence that

-elaborative processing leads to subjects' learning more of the explanative
r.

k
information and hence to superior problem olving.

In another set Of studies (Peper.& Mayer, 1978; Teper, 1979), Subjects

_viewed videotaped lecturess on topics such as "Statistics; computer programting,

orhow a car engine works. Some subjects were asked to take. notes on the key

ideas in the lecture (notes group) while others only watche4 the, lecture (no

. .

'notes). Results indicated no overall differences 'in retention tests or recall
4 .

tests forr-tOe two gro :and hence would have led one to conplude that there

were.no differences in. "what is learned". Bowever) a closerexamination re-

veiled a pattern in which note takers, especially low ability subjects, tenddd
)-"

. to excell on .tests of creative problem solVing and recall of explanative

el t4f
1
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..informitiOn while non -note takers excelled on near transfer tests and recall,

oftechnical details. 'Thus, as in the foiegoing studies,.when subjects are

asked to engage in an activity'that encourages active integration of.; te in-
.

coming information, they are more:likely to remember the explanative infOrma-

tion and .perform well-on creative transfer tests.
.

Another set of studies in4estigated'the effects of repetition on learning

'from a scientific passage. For example; when a technical'or scientific. assage.

does, not make much sense,: 4i'typiCal approach is to read it again:.:Whatilappens

to the learing outcome When a pasSage is read over several times?.In particular,

does repetition have mainly a quantitative effect--in which the learner acquires

ia

more and more information-or oes it also involve a qualitative effect--in
...

which different kinds'of infO tion are acquired and the structure'of the

learning outcome changee,
. ,

In our lab, Bromage (481) hascondUCted a study in which a passage on how

to use anexposure meter was yresented-either-one, two or three times:. Recall

of all kinds of information, including explanative information, increased with

repetition. There-was also .a pattern in which the first exposure encouraged

the subjects to focus on the first sentende in each paragraph, technical sym-.

bols-and numbers .(aain learning a list of nonsense syllables); whip, by the'

third exposure Subjects seemed to focus on other material related-to the

explanatpn. 'In.addition, when an advance organizer was provided, the repi-

tition effects were drastically reduCed. Apparently, when.the reader already

knows what to look-for, repetition is not as,Useful.

In, addition, a similar set of follow-,up studies was recently conduCted

in our.lab., Subjects listened to either. a.passage on ,Ohm's Law or radar for

either one, two or. three presentations. *The recall protocols after the first

4-,.ti
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presentation' emphasized Symbols, numbers, and statements of definitions. Recall

after the third presentation emphasized explanative information. Thus, there is

Some evidnece that reading strategy changes with repeated exposure to a'scienti-

fic passage. However, far more analysis is requited before a_change-In process-,

ing strategy can be.confirmed.

Another way to influence reading strategy maybe through the use of

behavioral objectives and adjunct questions. For exaMple, objectives of

adjunct questions that focus on explanative information should result in the

student's ability to perform well on'creati:.Te problem solVing, while objectives'

and questions that focus on non-exPlanatiVe information such as rote facts

should reStrict'problem solving performs In a typical study (Mayer, 1975a)

*sUbjects read eight short .lessons on set theOry. 'Aftereach of the first six

6:lesSons,subSects received queationS that. focused.pn non-explanative informa-

tion such as formal definitions, in verbatim form or questions that fOcused. on

explanative information:such as.a concrete model for.rspresenting the tules,

7.Ansxample'nf a conarete,model'is to describecombinatorial analysis in terms

of R people sitting at 11-plaCes at a table., On pasSages-7'and .8 all subjects

received all kinds of problems. Subjects who expected non-explanative ques-

tions performed well on questions involving recall Of details. and simple reten-
..

'tion of the formula. Subjects who expected explanative questions,performed

well on all kinds of problems Alluding the transfer problems. The same ef-.

.fects were noted when the questions were 'given before each passage as an

"instructional objective ". Thus, there is consistent evidence that adjunct'
4

questions can serve togaae the learner's attention towards or away from

explanative information in the passage.
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Finally, Linda Cook .and I are currently Studying,the idea that subjects
.

with prerequisite knowledge are able to proceds scientific knowledge differ-

entlythan those without such knoWledge. In particular, subjects were asked

to read a three page, passage concerning the.concept of density,including the

formula, density mass/voluthe.. Some subjects were given a brief introduction

to the concepts ofmais and-volume prior to reading the passage .(prior know-

ledge .group) while other subjects'were not given any prior knowledge (no priOr,

) knowledge group), and all subject4 had little or no.background in science.

When-subjects without prior knoWledge were asked to recall the passage, they

emphasized the-formula in symbol forMat and produced many symbols in their

ptotodols. 'When asked to solve creative problems based on the passage,. subjects.
, .

withno prior knowledge performed poorly .Subjects with .prior knowledge tended

to recall.the.foriula in English rather than symholsandretained more_Of the

explanative inforMation, in the.passage;-in problem solving, there was a trend in

which subjects with prior knowledge perforrad better on certain questions but

the differences have not yet been-thoroughly tested. Apparently, when subjects

read the density passage without aftundeiStanding of:the concepts of mass and.

vOlume, they use a reading -strategy -that focuses on symbols, equations, and

computing a numerical answer; however, when subjects who understand mass. and

voluMe read.the.dOsity passage they-tend to focus on the explanative prose

rather than the symbols.- Apparently, subjects are not always aware that their

.

reading strategy is notefficient for problem solving, since many of the no

prior knowledge subjects complained, "Bt I read every word."

Text Design

-Another way to influence "what is learned" from a scientific passage, is

to design the passage in a way that focuses attention on the. explanative infor-

.

mation and that encouiagea_the reader to integrate the information. The major
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idea explored in this section is-that certain_5exi organizations are more

.likely to lead-to subjects' learning.the-explanative information and thus to

creative problem solving.

The major research effort on text design cgrried out in our lab has

involved the study of how advance organizers influence learning from scienti-

fic prose. In particular we hav7 used advance orghnizers that provide a

visual or concrete model of the main components in the text--i.e. the compo-

nents used.in providing en explanation. For example, in the radar passage a

concrete model would present a'.picture of the transmitter, object, receivet,

display and pulse as shown in the bOttom right corner o Table 4. For Ohm's

Law an advance organizer. Might.show an eleCtric circuit with. electrons collid7:

ing into atoms in the high resistance.portion,of the circuit. In our research

on teaching Various computer programming languages; we used an edvance organi.-

ier that-shOwed the functional units of*the computer-memOry scoreboard, input:

window,.Output pad, and-program list. We have reported elseWhere the summary

L
of over a dolen advance organizer experiments (Mayer, 1979). In. general the

results are consistent'with predictions cited above:- there is cleerevidence

that.advance organizers increase recall of explanative. idea units (but.not

non-explahetive idea units) and increasepeformance on creative Problem'

solving (butmothn simple retention)..

In an earlier 'series of studies carried out in Jim Greeno'srlab at'the

University of. Michigan, ,we compared two ways of organizing mathematical prose.

For-eXample, in, teachin the- concept. of binomial probability, a passage may

begin with the formula and then tie general information to the formula later

in the. passage (formuli-to7concrete organization) or the.paSsage may.begin

with a discussion of concrete examples-such as batting averages and probabili-

ties of rainy days before moving on to the formula (concrete-to7formula).

1 .10.4.
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The: results of a long se les of over a' doien.exPeriments:on this issue. haVe
4

been reportedelsewhere:( yer, 1975) Rewever, the main results are Consis-

,tent. with the predictions cited above. for"the.formula-to-concrete organize-. .

tion, recall foaised on'sfrmbols andformulas and creative probleM solving

-A15,

was.not presenti:foi! the general -tO,formula organizetion, recall focused On

general explanative conce ts and subjects. excelled on creative ,problem solving.

In a recent study (B omage & Mayer, in press) we organized a passage on

how to use a 35mm camera in two ways: one version organized the text around'

the majormajor rules such Is "to make the picture brighter, open the shutter"

(rule organiihtion), Atli the other version organizes the text around the

underlying components (; lanation organization) such as "the particles on the

film are influenced by hor much fight strikes them". In ._a previously cited

,study, subjects who excel lied on problem solving tended to also recall more

explanative informetion. Thus., a logical extension is to design a text that
.

. .

is organized so that it emphasizes the explanative information--i.e. the

explanative organization version. As exPected,. subjects who,read the explana7

tion organization text recalled,.more of. the explanative information and per-

formed better;On'tte tests of creative problem solving than the subjects who
I

read the.ruleorgenization text...Apparently, text can be organized so that it

'signals the reader's attention tnexplaneiVe information.

IMPLICATIONS FOR:INSTRUCTION

The present paper has provided; echniques for distinguishing explanative

information froM other7types'of infortion in science prOse, and has .suggested

techniquea_fOr improving how 'readers understand.science Prose.. 'In this

section, we offer some speculations concerninghow to improve text design and

text processing.
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.There have numerous popular publications professing to teach authors

.howto-*ite and students'hoW to read. Most of the recommendations involve
-'

how to, read or write narratives or reports, with little attention paik spa-

:oifidally to a focus of this paperscientific.writing.' Eurthermore;,most'

recommendations are at the level of sentenCe'structure,graMmer punctUatiOn,.

. paragraph structure. and the like, with little attention paid to a focus of

',this paperhigherleVel organization that leads to problem solving skill.

Finally, most recommendations are based on-the-traditionallruleeof English

composition or on modeling the writings of "good authors", with little atten-

tion paid to e-goal of this'paperbasing recommendations on empirical research.

Thus, the present recommendations represent a supplement-to.the existing popu-

larliterature,rbechuse thepresent recommendations ere focused priMarily on

science prose, on foatering problem solving, and being:coMpatalile with research.. 0 .

Within the past few years, research onsproge processing haa allOaed several
.

. .

researchers to offer:suggeations for-how to design prose.,For example Wetmore
. .

..

.
.

(1980) listed seven principles for.imikoving:the "comprehensibility of text ",.

p
. including: "(1) Write unimportant ideas as breifly. as possible,- avoiding the

use of-vivid examples. (2) Tighten the relationshi0 betweewexamples and.impor-

tant.Concepts.: (3) Turn negatiVe statements. of important princiPles into posi-

tive ones. (4). Enumerate important points. :(5).Attach.sementic labels to

important concepts.- (6). Underline technical terms. (7) Indicate straw met."'

In Order to test these principlea, Wetmore rewrote eApasaage on "biological

taxonomies" that it contained the same basic meaning'as the original but

was based on the seven recommendations. Results indicated that-rewriting the

passage increased recall of "important" idea units but not "unimportant" idea

units, as compared to the original version.
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Meyer (1975) .has .shown hdw "signalling" can improve recall of `structurally
, .

impOrtfintliformaeion. Porex4owle, use.bf the Signals like "First..4.secOnd....

third." or "The.problem is... t 'e solution ia.: " or "An.exaMpld is.," can
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be used4o imptove recall of si alied7information. In another study, Eieras

(1978) 1bund that paragraphs beginning with a topiC sentence were easier to

.iead thalilaragr4hs that violated the "topic sentence first" convention..4.
.4

Below'' are added some suggestions for hoW

of-science

interpret'

sug8

to increase the understandability

text. .These aredffered as "gOod guesses" based on-a general

on of our research, which should be subjectedto additional testing.

ons are limited to improving understandability (as measured by-

alive problem solving) for science prose (i. e., prose containing

xofunctional rules). The. auggestiOns all-are based on the ideaexpOnaticin

that. we 4
.

assag

ncourage the reader to select the explangtive information in

y integrate that,'information with:existing knowledge:

l
1 Ea

.2:

anative

rly e .paspage, present-a concrete model' thatincludeathelbajor.

. . .

omponentts undetlyingthe rtile:"(For example, in the radar-passage,-

that shows the transmitter sending a pulse, an object that.

t pulse; a receiver that.piCk4:iipthat pulse, and a disPlay that

ptovide a

tOlects

Vcdnve ts tiM.to
.

Signal the major"s.

a measure of distance.),

.i,

explanative ideas. in
',-

thetext such as using numbers.

(For xample,. "First., a pulse is sent out YSecond, it strikes a remote object.

Third; some of the energy returns..."

.Label the major explanative ideaa., (For example, "The five steps of

radar'arel transmiasion,7teflection, recegtiOn, measurement, c9nversion.".
.

4! Use headings and ndentations to indicate the major ideas. (For

example,. each idea is preae t on its own :line.)
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familiar examples and analogies for the explanative.

ideas.i (For example, radar is like. an echoO

6, Show the mapping between examples (or .analogies) and the major explana-

\.,
tive ide s, .(For example, "shouting is like transmission of a .pulse")..

1

'7. Organize.the text around major ideas, and signal theorganizatiOn

through eadinge and-introductory comments..:(FOr,example, the,sectionstdt.the-
,..

radar pa sage can be:labeled: "Definition", "Devises ";, "Early Display Sy0tems",

l'Modern isplay Systems ".

..fh Shorten sentences aboutjuilimportant information, and avoid concrete

examples or analogies for uniMporiant.information.- (For example', the "4bble

in:the po d"..analogy may serve to-district:from the overall theme.)
.

9. rovide definitions and examples of any prerequisite information.

(For exam lethe reader.shoul&understand the.concepts of a radio wave.-.

1

10. o encourege:actiVe'proCessing, include questions in, the text

focus attention on ;exPlanative infOrmatiOn, ( For . example, after each 4
jaction

questions Could be inseited.0

11; o direct the reader's

vki*

attention,AnClUde 'objective's that state

creative roblem solving as.the goal of instruction. (For example,' before the

paSsage s me creative transfer questions may be gl.ven.as examples.)

12. Provide summaries that eiphasize the key ideas so that the reader can

notes:with the Author's,

derline technical terms and provide a glossary for all technical

hat unfamiliar werdsWill not make smooth reading impossible,.

14. I ciude repetition of important ideas 'in.various wordings.; build

redundancy into the paeSage.so that the reader has several oppOrtunities to

ge.t.exposed to. the main points.:
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In general, these recommendations allow the author to tell the reader; which'

'ideas are the explanative one

and. supertanker passages are

Although they do'not include

8.,gxamPles OA rewritten version's of the radar

given in'Appendice4 D.and E respectiVely.

all,thp recommendations, many are indorporated

into the revision. It seems unlikely that,anY one Of'these recommendations

is always "right".; however, the attemptto study them and revise them may pro-

the basis lor a theory 8f science proie learning.

In conclusion,, this pager'has shown (1) that it is possible to locate

"explanative" information in a science passage, (2)-that there are techniques

for. inflUencing-wheth aders build learning outcomes that are based on this-.

explanative information, a (3) that techniques, that encourage explanative.

processing also tend to i rease.problem solving performance' for material

in the.Passage. Thus, in response to tile.question, 'Can we increase problem

Solving performance ?" this paper .dffers some reason to. suppose the answer is

"yes". It is hoped that this summary of our preliminary ideas, and findings,

and even our speCulative recommendations, will foster additional research on

how to improve the understandability of science textbooka.
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Footnotes

.Preparation-of this paper was supported by Grant SEDr8614950 from the

National Science Program,.Trogram in Research in.SCience EdLcation. This

paper was presented at the "Symposium, on Expository Text; Comprehenaion

,

Structure" held'on April 14, 1981 in Los. Angeles at. the annual meetings of the

AmerJ.canEducational Research Aisociation.

1
The terms "scientific prose":or "science passage"-refers to cell D or

and

F in Table 1. Thus, science-passage. means a passage that contains an explana-
.

tion for a functional relationship. Certainly, not all passages in'ecience

textboOks fit thid description; thus, this paper uses the term in a more re-.

stricted sense than is generally used,.
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Six Types of Passages

Descriptive Explanative

Episodic A Saint B .Lion.

Semantic tolagon' D Radar
.

Supertanker.

Procedtt.



Table

Two Kinds of Research Goals

Typical Independent Variables Typical Constructs

GOAL 1% TO PREDICT RECALL OR RETENTION PERFORMANCE'

Passage Characteristics
Level in text. base
Level. in outline structure
Level in story grammar

Schema

Learner Characteristics.
Perspective of reader
Prior knowledge of. reader
Prior experience of reader

GOAL 2: TO PREDICT PROBLEM SOLVING PERFORMANCE

Passage Characteristics
Headings for each section
Advance organizer
Signals for key ideas

Explanative ,

Representation
Learner. Chat'acteristics.

Elaborative or'reflective processing
Question answering
Note taking
Prior knoWledge of reader

Analypis of SCience Prot4o
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Typical Dependent Variables'

Recall or
Retention Performance

Problem Solving Performance

A')



Passage

Characteristics

Learner
Characteristics

Table 3

Analysis of Science Prose

General Framework for Research on Learning from Prose

Encoding Learning Retrieval
Process Outcome Process

Problem Salving
Performance

38

Recall
Performance



Addition
Encoding
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Table 4

Examples of Addition EncOding and Assimilation Encoding for Radar Passage

Selection of details Arbitrary, isolated relationships

travels.in straight lines .

uses radio waves
like dropping a pebble into a pond
display has sweeping second hand
earliest models in 1930

1

Selection of. explanations

jransMitter sends out a pulse

--obJe.P.F24Pctsbacksome:onergy
EhOoding picket up WAntenna

makes.bright spot.on screen

4

Integrated, unified relationship



-App,Ondix

The Radar Passage,

1. Radar means the detection.snd location.'Ofreillore objects.-
.

2. by the:reflection of radio- T4aVe6.

3: The .phenomena of acOustfd.eChoes

4. sound waves reflectad'frojaa buildiing.ora Cliff,

5. are received back at.:tha'Observirt,'"7.

6: after a lapse of a short interval.'.

74 The .effect is similar tO yOm shouting a'cariyOn
, ..

8... and.seconds later
-4

.9

9.

10.

hearing a nearly exact replidatiOn Of xoAr voice.
! 1/4

Radar uses exactly the'.sate

11. except that the waves,involvea are radicYwavp,')not-sound waves.

12. These travel very much faster than 'sound waves,

'13. 186,000 miles persecond,

14. and can cover much.lOnieedistancSe

15. Thus radar involves simply measuring the time

.

16. between transmiasion-OfAbeHWavell
ric

17. and their subsequent return or echo;..

18. and then converting that to A:disianeeasure.;

19. To. send out the,radiO waves

20. a radio transtitt s connected to a diraction-al antenna

21. which sends, out,a\stream.of.ah8rt puliats of iaalO waves.
.. 4 4 . r :':'!. . .! ',. .1. 7 'x:

22. This tadio pulse' that is,:firattianimieted
'''

looks very much like

the-iffect
. . . . . -

23. of tossing arpebbleIntol,a quiet lak;'
l- - ' .
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24. It creates concentric circles of small waves

25. that continue to grow outward.

.26. Usually both a transmitter and-a receiver are. employed separately

27. but it is possible to use only, one antenna

28. in which pulse transmission is momentarily suppressed.

,

29. in order:to receive echo pulses.

30. (One thing to remember though)

. 31. is that radar waves travel.in fundamentally straight lines

32. and that the curvature of the earth eventually interferes

with long range transmission.

33. (When you think about)

34. the reception of the returninglses or echoes

35. (you should remember)

36. that any object, in the path of the transmitted beam reflects some of

the energy back to the radio receiver.

37. .(The problem then becomes) transmitting the pulses,

38. picked up by the receiver
.

39. to a display mechanism-for visual readout.

40. One mechanism in large use is the cathode-ray tube

A. familiar item inAirport;cantrol towers

42. which looks somewhat like a television screen..

43. (It is easiest to understand how radar is displayed)

44. if you begin with one of the earliest models

45. used around the 1930's.

46. These types of display systems were able to focus the broad radar pulse

into a single beam of light
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47. which proceeded from the.leftof the screen to the right.

E "48. When rio .objettimpedes:the traveling radar pulse

E 49. it continues its travel

until.lost from the screen on the right.

E 51. When there is an object present

A
E 52. the pulse would strike it

E 53. and begin to Aravel back t0.- the receiver.

Whenthe object is struck.hylithe radar pulse

55. it creates a bright spot (44! Oe face of the screen

E 56. and the distance of the obleit can be measured by the length

of the trace .

57. toming,from the object, back to

58. (With this model however)

59.' you are only able to measure the distance of an object

the receiver.

60. and not it's absolute location

*;4. 661: 'since the beam of.lightonithe screen actually represents the entire

width of the broader. ra4arP01de.

62: 'Models. employed today:00e two simple techniques

1
4

63, which make location of.tbjects much easier.4' !.i'

64. (First,) the eransmitter. cno4 operates muck like the Search light used

in airports'.

65. It emits a single beam off radar pulses

66. that make continuous circular sweeps.around the area under surveillance.

67. (Secondly,);' the display 'screen is adjusted.

68. so that its center corres s to the point where the radar pulses begin.

69. The radar pulse seen on the screen

70. operates like the second hand Of a clock
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71. which continually moves.

72. When an object is present,

73. it leaves a bright spot on tile of the screen.

74. (An additionalleatnre is)
.

75. that the-face of.the screen actually shows a map-like picture of the

re &'around the radar

76. ivin: distance and of course location..

face

77. hus it is very easynow to determine the location of objects

78. l y noting their.location on the screens EAR.



1. (A problem is)

2. prevention of oil spills from supertanker.

Appendix B

The Supertanker Passage
"

3. (Attributeof a typical supertanker include)

4. carrying capacity of a half-million tons of oil

5: size of five football fields

and cargo areas easily accommodating the Empire State Building.

7. , (The trouble is that)

8., ewreckeesupertanker spills oil in

9, (As a result of spillage).

10. the environment is damaged..

11 (An example)

.12. took place in 1970 near Spain

13. when an oil spill, from a wrecked tanker exploded into fire.

14. the fire caused hurricane-force winds

.15. which whiPpedtheioil into a mist..

16. pulled;:aIif it high into the air.

.*
17.. (SeVeraldayslater)18: black rain resulting from this oil spill

19, destroyed crops:and livestock in the neighboring villages.

20. '(Another example of damage,)

21, occurred in 1967

22.. when the tanker, Torrey kanyon, crashed off the coast of Cornwall

23. and resulted in the washing ashore of.206 000 dead seabirds.

24.' Oil spills also kill.microscopic.plant life

25.. whiCh provide food for sea life
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The Supertanker Passage

2. prevention of oil spills from supertanker.

3. (Attributes of a typical supertanker include)

4. carrying capacity of a half-million tons of oil

5: size of five football fields

'6. and cargo areas easily accommodating the

7. (The trouble is that)

8. ewrecked'supertanker spills oil

9. (As a result of spillage).

10. the environment is damaged..

11. (An example)

took place in 1970 near Spain

13. when an oil spill, from a wrecked tanker exploded into fire.

14. the fire caused hurricane- force. winds

44.

Empire State Building.

15. which whipped the oil into a mist

16 and pulled.aWof it high into the air.

17.. (SeVeTS1'deysjater)18. black rain resulting from this oil spill

19. destroyed crops:and livestock in the neighboring villages.

20.*:(Another example of damage,)

21. occurred in 1967

22. when the tanker, Torrey kanyon, crashed off the coast of Cornwall

4
23. and resulted in the washing ashore'of.200 000 dead seabirds.

24. Oil spills also kill.microscopic,plant life

25. whiCh provide foOd for sea life
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Appendix C.

The Lion Passage. (Selected Portions)

1. (Once upon a time)

2. Lion, King of the animals

3. was walking through the forest

4. when he becathe caught in a hunter's trap.

5. The trap pulled. Lion:EL, up,

6. until he was hanging upside -down high in a tree.

.7. The other animals, hearing the noise,

8. rushed to see what had happened.

9.. Lion looked down at the animals

10. and said:

. "Friends, I have been a good leader for many years.

. .

12. Now you must help me."

13. The tiger, who. wanted to be.King of'the animals himself,

14. shouted.up:

15. 1,1hyshould1We risk Ourlivea4lelping you?

16. Each animal should look out.for himself in times of danger.

17.. Any animal who cannot help. himself is-not:fit to live

'18. This is the way of our animal kingdom."

19. Then the tiger turned to the other animals and geld:

20. "What do yousay My friends?"

,21. 'The 'horse, who was too proud of his gOodA.00ksto care about anyone

but himself ..

22. said to:the animals:

23. "The tiger is right.

L.,



24. If. Lion can't help himself,

25. Lion should stay in the trap.".

26. Only the mouse hadn't spoken.

Analysis of Science Prose

27. The mouse. was terribly afraid of the Eiger

ft

28. so when it was his turn

E '29e just to make the tiger happy

30. he said very quickly:

31. ."I agree with tiger.

32. Lion should not be helped. ",-.

4

47

.

4)
of
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Appendix D

A Revieed Version of the Radar Passage

Definition

Radar involves five basic steps. Once you understand these five steps,

you will have a basic knoWledge of hbw'radat works.. The five steps are

(1) Transmission - -A radiO,pUlse is sent-out.

(2) ReflectionThe pulse- strikes and bounces off a remote object %

(3) Reception-fThe reflected'pulee returns to the source.

(4) Measurementahe amount of time betweed transmission and reception._

is.theesured.

(5) Conversiod-=This information.can be translated into a measure of

distance, if we assume the, pulse travels at a constant speed.

Thus, radar involves the deteCtion- and location of remote objects by reflection

of radiowaves..

Echo Example

-In order to see how these five steps bf tadar.relate to one e other,' lets
. .

consider an example. The example is a.faMiliar phenomenon, an ouestic echo.

.(1) First, you shout in a canyon. This like transmission of .a

(2) Second, the sound waves are reflected from a cliff. This".is like. reflec=':

tion.of.a pulse off a-remote object.

(3). Third, a nearly exact replication of your voice is received hack

at the observer. This'is like reception of a radar pulse.

(4) Fourth, there is a short lapse between shouting and hearing an:echo.
'

This corresponds to measurement of title..

(5) Fifth, you :notice thit the further-awaY a cliff is,, the, longer it

-takeeto receive back. an' echo. This corresponds to conversion.of time to a
. .

d

measure of distanCe of:remote.objects..
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The-same principle is used in radar; except that the waves involved are radio

waves, not sound waves. These travel very much faster than sound waves,

186,000 miles per secOnd and cari.colier much longer distances.

Devices

. Lets-consider the actual devices that are used'for the five steps of radar.

-TiansmissionTo send out the radio waves, a radio transmitter is connected-

to a directional antenna which sends out a stream of short pulses of radio waves.

As' an. example of how the antenneSends out radio waves, think of tossing a pebble
. ;%4

into a quiet lake. The pebble creates concentric circles of small waves that

continue to grow outward.

Reflection- -Any object in the path of "the transmitted.beam reflects some.

'of the energy back to the-radio.receiver.

Reception -- Usually a transmitter and a receiver are employed separately,

but it is possibleto.use only one antenna. In this caSe, pulse transmission

. is momentarily suppressed in order to receive echo pulses. One thing to

remember about the reception of returning pulses or echbes is that.radar waves

travel in fundamentally straight lines, and that. the curvature of the earth

eventually interferes with long rangetransmission-,

Measurement and Conversion--The problem then becomes transmitting the'

pulses picked up by the receiver to a display for visual readout. -One

mechanism in largp use is the cathode- ray'tube, a familiar item in airport

controltOwerswhichlookssoMewhatlikeatelevision.screen,
.

Early- Display System 1

The earliest display system, used around the 1930's, ddilt with the five

steps of radar as follows:

To represent transmission, the display system focused the broad radar

pulse into a single beam of light; which proceeded from left of the screen%
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to right. When no object impedes the:Ltraveling radar pulse, 'it continues to

travel until lost from the screen on the right.

To represent reflection, a bright spot is created on the face of.the

screen when an object is struck. Thus, when an object is present, the pulse

would strike it and begin to travel.back to the receiver.

To. represent reception, there is a trace'on the screen coming from the

object back to the 'receiver.

To represent measurement and conversion, the distance of the object can

be measured by the length. of'the trace. With this system, howeyer, yoU are

only able to measure the distance of object and not its absolute:location.

Modern Display Systems

Display models employed today use different techniquesfor representing

he five' steps of .radar, and thus make location of objeCts .touch ;easier.

For transmission, thetransmitter emits a single beard of radar pulseS that

make continuous cirdu sweeps.around the area.Uhdei surveillance. Thus, an eX-

ampleis.to think of the transmitter as being like the searchlight used at air-

ports. In addition the'display screen is adjuated'Spthat its center .corresponds

to the point where the radar pulse begins. As an example, the radar pulse seen

on the screen operates like the second hand of a clock which continually moves.

For reflection when an object is present it leaves a bright spot on the

face of the screen.

For reception, there is a.trace coming backfrom the bright spot to the.

center of the screen.

'.For measurement and .conversionthe face of the screen /ctually shows a.

map-like pictute of the area around'the radat, giving distance and of course
.14

', location. Thus, it is very easy now to determine the.location of objects by

noting-their location on the screen's map.
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